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SIR ISRAEL HART1 

by 

AUBREY NEWMAN 

When Israel Hart, four times Mayor of Leicester, benefactor to the inhabi
tants of the borough, and an important contributor to the prosperity of his 
fellow-townsmen, had completed his fourth year of office as Mayor, the 
Council passed its fairly customary resolution of thanks to him : 2 

This Council presents its warmest and most cordial thanks to Alder
man Israel Hart, J.P., on his retirement from the Mayoralty of the 
Borough of Leicester, at the close of his fourth year of office, for 
the able, correct, and impartial way in which he has conducted 
the business of the Council, for the kindly and sympathetic spirit 
in which he has dealt with the troubles which have sometimes arisen 
from the depression of. trade, . and for the dignity and ability with 
which he has performed the duties of Chief Magistrate. 

What turned out, however, to be very unusual was the second para-
graph of that resolution: 

This Council recognizes the unique and interesting fact that never 
before in the history of Great Britain has a member of the ancient 
and noble race of Judah held for four years, by the free election of 
his fellow-citizens, the Mayoralty of a Christian Municipality, and 
rejoices that Leicester has been among the first thus to put in practice 
the spirit of universal brotherhood. 

A close connection between a prominent local politician and a strong 
religious community is not in itself unusual, and in Leicester indeed there 
is a particularly important one, the link between several of the Leicester 
Mayors and the Great Meeting, the so-called "Mayor's nest". To find 
such a connection between a politician and a community which was through
out these years numerically insignificant, which he had to all intents and 
purposes to create for himself, is however very unusual. Above all, to find 
that the Mayor in question was a devout and practising Jew is almost unique, 
certainly for Victorian England. What makes the combination by all criteria 
absolutely unique is that the other person to approach this distinction was 
Sir Israel's elder brother, Henry, three times Mayor of Canterbury. 

Much of Sir Israel's family background is obscure. It is certainly 
clear that he did not inherit wealth, but that the basis of his public career 
in Leicester was the money which he made in Leicester and the prosperity 
he created here. He represents what was a fairly common type in Victorian 
Leicester, the self-made man from outside the town who carved out a public 
career after having made his fortune there. Israel Hart was born in Canter
bury, where his father, Mordecai, was a silversmith and pawnbroker. 
Mordecai might possibly also have been born in Canterbury, since there 
is evidence of a small Jewish community in that city since the middle of the 
eighteenth century, but he is more likely to have been himself an immigrant 
to the city, indeed possibly to the country. He had three sons and thr~e 
daughters, and Israel, born in 1835, was the second. A biographical notice 
of the eldest son Henry, written in 1906, described him as having been 
educated "at various private schools" and at a "communal college" in 
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Boulogne; this latter was probably a religious school of some sort, and it 
seems likely that Israel had been given the same kind of education. But 
that is surmise and nothing is known for certain about these early days, not 
even whether Israel was intended for his father's business. Even that is 
not clearly defined because in the 185o's it had been taken over by Henry 
and had become officially "Pawnbroker and Clothier". Indeed, the first 
clear evidence of Israel Hart's career is provided in 1859 with the formation 
in Leicester of a partnership between Israel Hart and Joseph Levy, the 
tailoring firm of Hart and Levy. 

If we know very little of Hart, we at least know a little more about 
Joseph Levy and about his connections with Leicester. Joseph was the 
younger brother of Benjamin Levy, one of a small group of individuals 
with Jewish names who begin to appear in the Leicester Trade Directories 
in the middle of the 184o's. Not all of these individuals can be positively 
identified as Jews, sine~ neither their surnames nor their first names can 
be said in themselves to provide conclusive evidence, nor can it be said 
that there are any occupations that are in themselves restricted to Jews. 
Many whom it might be supposed to be Jewish prove later not to have been, 
while it is equally certain, since these are after all unofficial lists and direc
tories, that there would have been a certain number of omissions of names 
of individuals below the social or economic level of inclusion. It must be 
pointed out anyway that a small number of Jews is very far from represent
ing anything approaching an organized community. There was as yet no 
such community in Leicester. 

The only reference traced to any Jew in the neighbourhood is one 
in John Nichol's Literary Anecdotes3 to a Jewish pedlar, Moses Emanuel, 
described as a "Jew of uncommon learning"; he was apparently a familiar 
figure in the countryside and discussed questions of theology with Rev. 
Samuel Carte. On the other hand, from what is known of the countryside 
and of the economics of the retail trade, he is unlikely to have been unique, 
and it is quite possible that Leicester saw several such pedlars before the 
middle of the nineteenth century. This was the pattern in which various 
provincial Jewish communities did develop in the eighteenth century; 
pedlars coming regularly to them decided to make their homes there and 
use them as centres from which they could carry their wares round the 
countryside. The advantages of such a centre were enormous; it would be 
possible to hold divine services, for which a minimum of ten males over 
the age of thirteen was required. For some reason Leicester did not attract 
such settlement. But during the early years of the nineteenth century the 
form of settlement seems to have changed, and the pedlar to have been 
replaced by the shopkeeper. Leicester as a flourishing market centre and 
as the centre of a flourishing hosiery industry was an obvious place to attract 
such shopkeepers. Hence, during the 184o's and 185o's a growing number 
of shopkeepers are to be found in Leicester. Some of them were tailors, 
and although there is no particular reason known why they should have 
come particularly to Leicester, it may well have been that one form of 
textile industry attracted another. At all events, one of these tailors was 
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Benjamin Levy, by origins a Londoner, whose shop was at East Gate, and 
whose name first appears in 1849. It was his younger brother Joseph who 
came to Leicester round about 1852 after having served an apprenticeship 
in a London tailoring firm. He joined Benjamin in his Leicester business, 
but did not stay with him for long, preferring to set up on his own and 
specializing in the manufacture rather than the retail side of the business. 
At some stage he had come into contact with Cordelia Hart, the daughter 
of Michael Hart of Manchester and related to the Harts of Canterbury. 
He married Cordelia and set up home in 51 London Road, and shortly 
afterwards he was joined in business by Cordelia's cousin, Israel. Together 
they formed the new company of Hart and Levy. This new step, in 1859, 
had further consequences. The missionary Joseph Dare, the subject of an 
earlier lecture to this society by Professor Simmons, mentioned in his 
report for 1860 that "amongst the new denominations that have appeared ... 
may be named the Spiritualists . . . and Jews"4. One cannot be sure that 
Israel was necessarily more religiously observant than his cousin, but his 
coming to Leicester and Joseph Dare's report seem rather more than a 
coincidence. 

The years between 1859 and 1874 were years of rapid development 
in the tailoring trade. This was the age of the Singer Sewing machine, and 
the beginnings of a revolution in the production of clothing for a mass 
market. Hart and Levy were in the forefront of this revolution. An obituary 
of Joseph Levy in 1899 declared : s 

In the early days of Messrs. Hatt and Levy the premises occupied 
and the trade done were quite modest in their character. Today the 
whole of one end of Wimbledon Street (extending into Morlidge 
Street) is occupied by the large warehouses which the establishment 
now requires .. . Although he did no public work, the town has very 
great reason to be grateful to the deceased gentleman . . . The 
lately-deceased gentleman (along with Sir Israel Hart) was the first 
to introduce the clothier industry to Leicester on a large scale. 
Through this thousands of people have been provided with the means 
of livelihood, and have thus been made happy and comfortable. 

Levy specialized in looking after the manufacturing side of the business, 
while Hart specialized in selling. Levy had a shop at the site of what was 
later to be the Clock Tower, and there is a photograph still extant of a sale 
there in 1862. 

Admittedly the premises were being cleared prior to demolition, but 
all over the building are posters giving prices of items of clothing, prices 
displayed which are cheap even in terms of the middle of the last century. 
There were slogans like "Every Man His Own Coat", or "Now Ready to 
Select From At J. Levy's, 5,000 Alpaca". Summer coats were priced at 
4s. 6d., overcoats at 6s. 3d., top hats at 8s. 6p. The prices and slogans would 
seem to indicate something approaching cheap mass-produced clothing, and 
what we know of the firm in the 188o's would seem to indicate that as early 
as the 186o's this was already its main activity. In these years the Trade 
Directories often enough give Hart's address as being of London, while Levy 
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was gradually bettering himself, moving home further and further towards the 
newly-developing Stoneygate area. The firm was similarly bettering itself, 
and the expansion . was marked by the regular building of newer and larger 
premises; the Wharf Street factory was replaced by newer premises in 
Granby Street, and in 1871 a further warehouse was being built in 
Southampton Street. There is a description of the factory exterior in 1886: 6 

It is in the Palladian style of architecture, with richly carved details, 
and in appearance like a Venetian palace with elaborately carved 
entrance, and moulded stone gateway, door and window architraves. 
The frieze is surmounted by stone cornice and balustrade: and this 
erection was designed by and executed under the supervision of Mr. 
W. Jackson, architect, of Loseby Lane, who has added so much to 
the street architecture of the tow~ by many notable additions to 
industrial Leicester. 

The mark of progress of the firm's founders is that now Israel Hart 
could begin to strike roots in Leicester and begin to look outside the firm. 
There are several indications indeed that he had now decided to look to 
Leicester for his roots. He took up permanent residence in the town, building 
for himself a new house in Knighton, and he marked his new permanency 
by joining the oldest and most prestigious Leicester Lodge of Freemasons, 
St. John's Lodge, number 279. There is no evidence from the printed history 
of that lodge that he ever held office in it. He also made himself available 
as a candidate for election to the Town Council in the Liberal interest, 
campaigning for the East St. Margaret's Ward, where his firm's factories 
were established. It would also seem that, having determined to make his 
home in Leicester, he wanted also to make sure that he could fulfil his 
religious obligations. For that he needed an organized Jewish community. 
There is other evidence too to suggest that he needed such a community; 
his wife had died the previous year, :md during his year of mourning for her 
he was bound to recite prayers morning and evening. That was an obligation 
which would have been accepted by virtually every Jew of his background. 
It would seem therefore more than just coincidence that the first real 
coherent and consistent traces of the Hebrew Congregation here in Leicester 
should occur when Hart was coming into prominence in public life. Mention 
had been made already of Joseph Dare's report of 1860; a search has been 
made of various Leicester newspapers between then and 187 4 and little 
has been found of relevance-one possible reference in 1866 to services 
being held in a house which proved on checking to be that of Joseph Levy 
where at that stage Israel Hart also had rooms. There is, however, a 
difference between the holding of occasional services and the regular or
ganization of a congregation. There are certain forms to be observed and 
there are also certain privileges associated with the duly organized con
gregation. Such a congregation would be permitted to conduct and register 
marriages without the interposition of the civil authority, and would tend 
to give its President a certain amount of position in the wider Anglo-Jewish 
community. On the positive side, in the search for evidence there are refer
ences in the London Jewish weekly, The Jewish Chronicle, on 6 November 
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1874 that "Mr. Israel Hart, the President of the Leicester [Hebrew] Congre
gation .. . has been elected Town Councillor of Leicester by a large majority 
in a ward containing nearly 4,000 electors", and on 4 June 1875 that Dr. 
Adler, the delegate of the Chief Rabbi, had just visited Leicester. 

The Leicester Congregation and school have only · recently been 
instituted. Dr. H. Adler visited the Synagogue where he was met 
by the leading members of the congregation and he afterwards 
examined the schoolchildren . . . On the occasion of his visit he 
dedicated the new residence of his host, Mr. Israel Hart of Knighton, 
President of the Congregation. 

The final proof of the stable basis of the congregation rests in the 
application made on its behalf by Israel Hart to the Highway and Sewerage 
Committee of the Corporation for permission to adapt premises at 13 
Crafton Street for purposes of a Synagogue. The Committee approved, 
and the congregation had come into being. One more step needed to be 
taken. In December 1875, the daughter of one of the members of the con
gregation wished to get married; approaches were made for the registration 
of the congregation by the London-based Board of Deputies of British 
Jews, and with that formal step the congregation was in full business. 

These years, 1875 till 1900, are in fact important years in the history 
of Anglo-Jewry. They witness a tremendous growth of the Jewish population 
in Great Britain, the result of vast population movements by Jews of 
Eastern Europe. The government of the Tsars, never exactly known for 
friendly feelings towards its Jewish citizens, began a policy of deliberate 
persecution of these subjects, designed to make life impossible for them 
either because of economic insecurity or because of outright fear for their 
lives. Many Jews left, and found their way either to the United States 
or to Great Britain. The Jewish population of this country rose from some
thing approximating 20,000 to over 200,000. The result was the appearance 
ofi a comparatively large Jewish working class, gradually pulling itself 
into a . higher economic grouping but certainly far from being independent 
in financial terms. For the most part destitute, they had to learn trades from 
scratch, and for preference trades which could easily be broken down into 
quite simple repetitive parts. One such trade was tailoring, and another 
was boot and shoe making. Some of them certainly came to Leicester, 
encouraged to do so by a Dispersal committee set up in London by indi
viduals intent on preventing an undue concentration there of Jewish refugees. 
The 1891 census mentions the presence of 12 Russians and 14 Poles who 
seem to have been partly the result of this movement. Little is known in 
detail about this early community, but the marriage register already men
tioned throws some light on why individuals came to Leicester, or more 
accurately on what they did when they got here. Between. 1875 and 1905 
there were thirty marriages, and in twenty-one cases the occupation of the 
bride's father is given; there were ten tailors, three general-dealers, two 
shoe-makers, two merchants, a confectioner, one who was described as a 
"manufacturer", a corn-chandler and a clothier. Fifteen grooms were resident 
in Leicester, and of these eleven were tailors, and the others included 
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an outfitter, a furniture-dealer, a carpenter, and a draper. In other words, 
out of thirty-six individuals resident in Leicester whose trades are known, 
twenty-two were tailors. How many of these were directly employed by 
Hart and Levy is however at this stage unknown. 

Israel Hart stood for election to the Council for East St. Margaret's 
Ward, which had for long been a Conservative stronghold, and his was the 
first Liberal victory in the ward. Having won the election, he proceeded 
to try and consolidate his position locally as well as in the borough as a 
whole. In 1878 he was appointed High Bailiff, an office which he held until 
1884 on his election as Mayor. During his term of office he was responsible 
for several important gifts to the Borough, and each followed a fixed pattern. 
In 1879 for instance, he presented to the Borough the fountain which stands 
to this day in Town Hall Square, but he insisted as a condition of his gift 
that the land in front of the Town Hall should be set aside as an ornamental 
garden, thus seeking the maximum possible benefit for the public good, 
and ensuring that the Borough should match his generosity with a cor
responding gift of its own. There was another such gift of his, in 1883. 

Till 1881 there had existed only one, central, Library in Leicester 
opened for the benefit, free, of the public. On I January 1882, Hart however 
wrote to he Mayor: 7 

Will you kindly convey to the Council my desire to present to the 
Town (as soon as I can obtain a convenient site) a building to be 
used as a Branch Free Library to be situated in East St. Margaret's 
Ward. 

I would express the hope that the Council would see their way 
clear to accept and support it as I am fully impressed that Institutions 
of this kind are the best promoters of Temperance Education and 
Religion. 

The Council minutes demonstrated the gratitude to him of his fellow 
councillors, and by June the minutes of the Library Committee report: 

That Mr. Hart be invited to have an interview with this Committee 
in reference to the Branch Library which he is creating in East St. 
Margaret's Ward in order that the Committee may offer any sug
gestions as to the general arrangement of the Library. 

The resolution continued, however, that the Committee should explain 
to him that "the Committee are unfortunately not prepared at present with 
funds for the filling up and the furnishing of the Library with Books or for 
the permanent maintenance". Hart's response was emphatic. Two days 
later the Committee reported that although Israel Hart was "desirous of 
attending and giving any information to the Committee in reference to the 
Plan and proposed Building, he would object to discuss the question as to 
filling and furnishing the Library with Books or as to the prospect of making 
the annual cost of maintenance". By 28 May 1883 Hart had got his way. 

The Mayor reported that the Library was almost ready, but the Chair
man of the Free Library Committee explained the financial position of 
the Library Committee: 

The halfpenny rate is not more than sufficient to efficiently maintain 
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the Central Institution. [The joint committee was asked to consider] 
as to any and what amount might be appropriated towards the 
expence of the Garendon Street Branch Library from the funds of the 
Museum, that Institution at present receiving half the penny rate 
and in addition £1 50 per annum, which is at present being received 
from the Literary and Philosophical Society and the School of Art 
and some addition to this from the proceeds of the Letting of the 
Lecture Hall. 

Carried that the Council be recommended to direct that £100 

per annum be appropriated from the funds now being applied to 
the maintenance of the Museum towards the expence of maintaining 
the Branch Free Library in Garendon Street, the building for which 
with certain fittings and Books, has been presented to the Town by 
Mr. Councillor Hart. 

And on 27 June 1883 the Council minutes finally recorded: 
Mr. Hart requests the Mayor on behalf of the Corporation to 

formally receive at his hands today this building together with 
fixtures and 1550 volumes of Books and hands to his Worship the 
Title Deeds and the conveyance which provides for the Corporation 
at all times maintaining the Building as a Free Library ... 

Moved by the Mayor . . . That the best thanks of the meeting be 
given to Mr. Councillor Israel Hart for his generous gift ... and 
that this Meeting earnestly hopes that the Institution may be ex
tensively used and that the moral and educational advantages which 
Mr. Hart is seeking by his gift to effect may be thoroughly and 
successfully accomplished. 

It is no surprise that at the following Mayor-making, in November 
1883, he should have agreed to accept the office of Mayor and that during 
the following year he was created Alderman. His term of office as Mayor 
was extended to a second and third term, an honour which had been granted 
only twice before-to William Biggs and Thomas William Hodges and only 
Hodges had held it three times in a row. To quote The Wyvern: 8 

During his three years of office Mr. Hart's liberality continued to 
be in evidence. Few deserving objects were without a contribution 
from the mayoral purse, and few appeals were made to him in vain 
to lend the attraction of his presence and patronage in good causes. 
The popular concerts which he inaugurated in the Floral Hall, when, 
for a nominal fee, the very best bands in the country might be heard 
by the poorest citizens, are fresh in the public memory. His panto
mime treats to juveniles, and many other acts of generosity, are 
not forgotten . . . 

As a businessman the popular ex-Mayor has been of great service 
to the town. He introduced to it what was practically a new industry, 
and one which has given many weekly wage-earners regular em
ployment. He has never been a brilliant speaker, but his capacity and 
ability for work have been of immense service to the Town Council. 
He was for a long time High Bailiff, an office which he filled with 
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great dignity. He is still an active man, and will probably be of much 
more service to the town in the future than he has been in the past, 
for Alderman Hart is not the man to rest upon his laurels. 

He was fortunate in his second wife, who was not only one of the 
noted beauties of the town but an indefatigable fellow worker.9 

One of Mrs. Hart's public functions is specially worth remembering. 
In 1886 she opened the Spinney Hill Park, and was presented on the 
occasion with a very handsome jewelled key, in commemoration of 
the event. In the same year Mrs. Hart was the recipient of a still 
more handsome present, this time in celebration of a private event. 
On the 8 July 1886, Israel George Hart was born, and as this occurred 
during the Mayor's term of office, the old time-honoured custom of 
presenting a silver cradle to the Mayor and Mayoress was kept up. 

Coincidentally, this was another instance of the two Harts in com
petition with each other; Mrs. Henry Hart of Canterbury had been, a little 
earlier, similarly presented with a silver cradle. Tribute was paid to his 
performance of his official duties : 10 

If corporations had the power like governments of creating semi
sinecure offices, Alderman Hart ought to be specially installed as 
Perpetual President of Public Banquets. It seems such a pity that 
a gentleman who looks so happy, composed, and imposing at the 
head of . a festive board, should ever be under the necessity of 
engaging in sordid trade, trying wretched drunk and disorderlies 
or worrying himself about miserable unemployed folks. 

There was also an appreciation of the way in which he, a non-Christian, 
had fully participated and had fully integrated in the activities of the 
borough. 

The Mayor's religious persuasion is well known to the town, he 
makes no secret of it, yet he has, upon many occasions, been found 
helping in every way possible the various sects whom he might, were 
he a harrow-minded man, find delight in opposing. 

After his years of office he returned quite happily to the service of 
his factory; there is a very amusing description from these years of the 
past Mayor of Leicester engaged in his trade as a travelling salesman: u 

Sir Israel stayed at the Bell Hotel hostelry on Orford Hill [Norwich] 
when most of the streets and market places were covered with cobble 
stones. Sir Israel, a stoutly built rubicund gentleman of medium 
height, was his own traveller in the well made products of the 
Leicester factory . . . The men from the Bell Hotel usually assisted 
Sir Israel Hart with the skips which they would unstrap and line 
up on the pavement in such a way as not to obstruct passers-by. 
Sir Israel, bland and smiling would then enter the shop, raise his 
silk hat to the ladies behind the counter, and proceed to interview 
Mr. Jimmy Edwards the popular manager. Sir Israel Hart always 
immaculately attired wore a ring with a large diamond of finest 
quality which was always conspicuous when with charming artistry, 
all his own, he would unfold and dextrously draw the attention of 
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the buyers of the Juvenile Department to the newest cut, the exquisite 
trimming, or the special virtues of the hard-wearing cloth for 
schoolboys. 

His factories had extended outside Leicester, and production had 
expanded to such an extent that the firm had to re-enter the retail side of 
the trade, setting-up a chain of retail stores under the trading name of 
The Grand Clothing Hall. It is from this time in the fortunes of the firm 
that there exists a detailed description of the factory, published in the 
Leicester /ournal.'2 The whole account is in itself rather amusing, with a 
description of the patent "time recorder" for clocking in and out, its com
ments on the large tea urn in every room, and "teapots in galore . . . in 
active operation among the female hands at the usual chatty and cheerful 
interval. It is almost a necessary relief, for trade is brisk, and the hands are 
actively employed from 8 am to 7 pm (with the usual dinner hour)." 
Elsewhere in the same account it is noted that the hands supply. nothing 
for their work but button-hole twist. Extracts of some of the descriptions 
of the whole manufacturing process would prove the case that Hart and 
Levy were early pioneers in the mass-production of cheap ready-made 
clothing: 

From this department customers are supplied in all quarters of 
the United Kingdom, and thousands of garments are sometimes 
sent out weekly. The same section of the warehouse employs several 
first-class measure cutters, who are constantly employed upon special 
orders . .. 

Passing through an underground arch we come to the second 
or large cutting room, where sixty or seventy cutters are at work, . 
cutting every style o.f garment for masculine wear, from paper pat
terns designed by a special designer. Men's, boys', and youths' 
clothing of all kinds and in all sizes, is cut out here, and scores of 
juvenile styles, many of the newest design, and in new materials . . . 

The designer's room is quite an artistic atelier, where every style 
of gentlemen's, youths' or boys' clothing, designed by the special 
designer to the firm, is in process of conception, and is adapted to 
the architecture of the human frame. The patterns are cut out in 
stiff brown paper, immense· quantities of which are consumed every 
year. Most of the patterns are retained for years, and all are num
bered, and duplicates are kept in a strong room that patterns may 
be renewed whenever required by customers . . . 

There are some sixty or seventy women and girls making up suits 
for small boys, overcoats and seaside costumes in this large room ... 

The Wimbledon Works are filled with cleanly, clear-complexioned, 
well-dressed, merry workers. In the second suit room too,. the scene 
is alike cheerful busy, and instructive among the female workers, 
sitting at Thomas's or Singer's machines all round; while in the 
centre of the room the seams are pressed by machinery worked by 
youths and men. Fancy overcoats and men's goods are made here, 
while at the upper end, fitting, pocket-hole cutting, collar and flap 
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shaping, is done by hand. On the second floor is a very large or 
middle-room~ where overcoats only are made. They are basted, 
machined, button-holed, pressed off, and fitted in this department, 
and last of all the buttons sewn on. In this, as in most of the depart
ments throughout, the female hands work Thomas's machines at 
large tables round the room, while the men are at work pressing the 
seams by heavy machinery in the centre. Patent stoves or boxes 
containing heavy irons heated by gas, are ranged in the centre of 
all the tailoring departments. A mechanic's room on this floor is 
devoted to the repairing of the machines, and an efficient and skilful 
mechanic keeps everything in first-class going order . .. 

The upper room in the old factory comprises three extensive 
departments, where some 150 hands (mostly female) are at work. 
Trowser-making, button-holing, and pressing-off is done here. About 
60 girls ... are solely engaged in the trowser department. All button
holing is done by hand, hand labour in this instance being preferred. 
The pressing-off is also done by hand. The sewing-on o.f buttons 
is the final process. The presses and some 30 stoves occupy the 
central space:, as in other rooms; and three females work Thomas's 
machines at each table . . . 

The middle room of this new factory is a busy scene in three 
sections, where coats, vests, suits and overcoats are made; and some 
120 females seated at work with Singer's machines--at long tables, 
in double rows, round the room. The fitting up, shaping collars, 
flaps and edges, and cutting pockets by men, as before; the basting 
by female hand-labour, and the rest of the processes as before 
described-with the seam presses and stoves in the centre. The 
upper and last room of all is occupied in finishers employed upon 
coats, and in the season on seaside costumes. 

As a background to these years Israel Hart's connection with the 
Leicester Hebrew Congregation remained very close, and even when he 
was not in fact its President he was on occasion called upon to assist at 
times of crisis. His influence was not merely financial however; the· numbers 
of seat-holders jumped in 1895 from its customary thirty or so to something 
over sixty, and this was, so far as can be seen, connected with the working 
of various unofficial schemes set up to encourage the movement of Jewish 
immigrants away from the East End of London to other parts of the British 
Isles. When asked about this by the Royal Commission on Alien Immigra
tion Sir Samuel Montague reported: '3 

We send nobody without the consent of the congregations in these 
small places; therefore, instead of being received with disfavour, 
they are already sure of their welcome. At Leicester there is a large 
firm of · tailors which had their clothing made in London, and they 
desired very much to have it made in Leicester, in order that they 
could supervise the work. We have sent about ten families already. 

The increase in the size of the community necessitated a larger 
synagogue; the old one was in any case in bad condition. An appeal was 
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issued to the Anglo-Jewish community as a whole to assist in its building. 
The foundation stone was laid in August I 897 and the building was. opened 
in 1898. The building presents some interesting features, not least of all 
to the student of the operation o.f local government in the late nineteenth 
century. The architect was Arthur Wakerley, a name well known in Leicester, 
and he had earlier been responsible for building of others of Hart and 
Levy's works. He drew up the.plans and submitted them, in the way required 
locally, to the Highways and Sewerage Committee. The Chairman of the 
committee happened by chance to be Arthur Wakerley. The plans as ap
proved by the committee are clearly signed as approved by the Chairman; 
During the building however it became clear that there would not be enough 
money available, and the building as completed contains drastic changes 
from the approved plans, approved not merely by the Borough Surveyor 
but also by the Committee-or at least by its chairman. That conversation 
would have been very interesting. 

By now Israel had indeed become Sir Israel. He had agreed to serve 
as Mayor of Leicester for a fourth time in 1893-4, some papers implyinr 
that there had been considerable difficulty in finding some one then to 
undertake the office, and at the end of his year's service one local news
paper commented: '4 

This week brings to- a close another remarkable Leicester mayoralty. 
There were those who, when Alderman Hart was Mayor for three 
years, were wont to express the opinion that the popular gentleman 
ought to be made Chief Magistrate in perpetuo, so great a favourite 
has he always made himself with the public. This was, of course, 
only a form of speech but it expressed effectively a feeling of warm 
admiration for the admirable way in which the Mayor fulfilled his 
duties .. . Mr. Hart is in many ways an ideal Mayor. In the first 
place he looks the part to perfection. His ever good-humoured 
countenance and his beneficence o.f manner, with his general bearing, 
altogether stamp him as just the man to be the chief father of the 
borough. Then he has always been a persona grata to- all sections 
of the community. He is a Radical and a Jew, but there is no mean 
bigotry about his Worship of 1894. He is just as much at home 
among Conservatives and among the various opposing religio-us 
sects as he is in the bosom of his own family . . . 

The New Year brought him a further distinction, his being created 
Sir Israel. The same correspondent lost no time in his panegyrics: 1 s 

If a life devoted to the town's work, a purse devoted to the town's 
improvement, and a heart devoted to the town's best interests, are 
worthy of a title, then has Sir Israel most certainly and absolutely 
earned such recognition from the Queen. The wonder is that he has 
not had a handle fixed to his name before. No man in recent years 
has been so prodigal of his purse and of himself, to serve the borough, 
than has the new knight. While other men have shirked the mayoralty 
as being too much for them even for one year, Sir Israel has put 
himself into harness four times; while other men have been urging 
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the town to bring about improvements, Sir Israel has quietly put 
his hand into his pocket and bought improvements for the town 
himself; and while other men have been getting subscriptions for 
all so,rts of charitable objects, Sir Israel has been giving them with 
no unsparing hand. There are those who discount Sir Israel's 
generosity by the ungenerous remark that "he can afford it, and 
other people can't". To which I reply, "There are other people 
who could afford it, and don't. 

Alderman Hart ... has devoted all his ability and very much 
of his valuable time to carrying on the work of the borough. All his 
duties too he has carried out with so much geniality, so much open
rnindedness, and so much tact, that he has won his way to the hearts 
of the people in a manner unequalled perhaps by any public man 
of the last twenty years. In all his work he has been so well supported 
by his good wife that it is a matter for special congratulation that 
the courtesy title of Lady Hart comes upon her, and enables her 
to share the honour to which her husband is so deservedlv elevated. 

He had by now, however, begun to extend his p0liti~al horizons, 
looking beyond Leicester to a seat in Parliament. He had always taken a 
leading part in the affairs of the Leicester Liberal Association, and hoped 
through that to secure election, the more so since the eldest son of his 
partner Joseph Levy had secured election to the Commons for one of the 
County seats. Between 1894 and 1903 he made several attempts to secure 
nomination for Leicester, as well as several times contesting seats in Kent, 
where he had still a connection through his elder brother Henry. All these 
contests were unsuccessful, but so far as Leicester is concerned the candida
ture illustrates the changing face of local politics. Over and over he urged the 
need for a strong local candidate-that was himself-but there were strong 
elements in the party opposed to him. Leicester was in these years the 
scene of a series of bargains between the radical element of the Liberal party 
and the early Labour representatives-or would-be representatives, bargains 
which culminated in the election for a Leicester constituency of James 
Ramsey Macdonald, and in these bargains Hart was very much the type 
of Liberal who would inevitably be unpopular. In 1894 he was rejected for 
nomination at a double by-election, and over the next three years he showed 
a growing disapproval of various plans of municipalization which Leicester 
was undertaking. His resignation from the Borough Council for instance 
came in 1899 over the plans for a vast expansion of the Corporation water 
undertakings which he felt he could not conscientiously support and in 
February 1901 he resigned as President of the Leicester Liberal Association 
-his successor was Alderman W akerley no less. He himself felt that "this 
socializing of municipal things had its limits" while his opponents charac
terized him as "The greatest Tory of them all". He declared firmly his 
resolution of standing for the borough at the next election, even if necessary 
against the official party nominees. He wrote: 

I may inform you that when the proper time arises I shall be 
prepared to make my views on all the Political subjects of the day 
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known ... and until then I [am] anxious not to waste energy that 
I can store for that opportunity. I have no doubt that the Liberal 
party if united can recover some of its former prestige as the Blue 
Ribbon constituency. 

That was in 1902 and a year later the dispute had still not been settled; 
he was willing to have his possible candidature put forward to the local 
caucus, but he would not necessarily accept their verdict. All the summer 
of 1903 his possible candidature was rumbling in the background; he made 
various speeches in which he was reported for example as opposing "the 
undertaking of certain things which he thought the Corporation ought not 
to undertake and the gambling with other people's money". Only after 
Lord Rosebery had been brought into the controversy did he finally agree 
to give way, to avoid dissension and on account of the priority of various 
other important issues such as Protection and the recent Education Act. 16 

That was the end of his local career, both in national and local affairs. 
He now spent most of his time in London, keeping up a nominal connection 
with the local Hebrew Congregation but taking little active part in it, and 
playing a very small part in the affairs of the firm he had founded. He died 
in London on 24 March 19n, if not forgotten, certainly no longer the vital 
factor he had once been. 

This account of Sir Israel's career was originally intended almost 
entirely as a peg on which to hang something to mark the centenary of the 
local Hebrew Congregation; by the time it was written it was something 
different. On the one hand, bearing in mind the various parallels between 
for example Israel Hart and his elder brother Henry, it might be thought 
that in considering the phenomenon of Jewish emancipation in the middle 
of the nineteenth century one ought to look at the role played by such 
individuals who played a very significant part in their municipal politics. 
Just as with them as with the protestant dissenters, it is possible a greater 
part was played by Jews in local affairs than we have hitherto imagined. 
Perhaps the incidence of such anniversaries as this centenary had more 
than a purely local significance. The other point which emerged was that the 
firm of Hart and Levy had a much more important part in various economic 
developments than might have been imagined. The advance in cheap mass
produced clothing, which played such a vital part in the late nineteenth 
century, certainly seems to have been observed here in Leicester almost a 
generation earlier than such names as Montague Burton. The earliest such 
factory that can be traced was started before 1860 by a London manu
facturer named S. Moses. There may have been a connection between Hart 
and Moses, for Hart's second wife (whom he married in 1875) was a 
Moses; one of the principal travellers after Hart retired from that part 
of the business was called Moses; and Mordecai (Israel's father) was 
married to a Fanny Moses. The extent of the connection however would 
need a ,great deal of specialized genealogical work before it could be 
established. Anyway, it is clear that Hart and Levy followed on very soon 
after Moses' factory, and that Hart's prosperity was the result of these new 
developments. It is equally interesting to point out how Hart's career 
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closely parallels those of his non-Jewish contemporaries. Once he had made 
his money he used it as the foundation for a public career. He was not 
content to lie back on his laurels but took it for granted that he had to plough 
a substantial part of it back into the town where he lived. Equally important 
was the willingness of Leicester to accept him and to give him the oppor
tunity for such a career. It is obviously very important to realize the extent 
to which nineteenth-century Leicester was prepared to admit the stranger, 
the newcomer, into its midst and give him such opportunities. Indeed when 
the pattern of leadership of Victorian Leicester is considered it is indeed 
striking to notice how many were born outside the borough and yet found 
this no handicap. In the event, both Leicester and these other individuals 
benefited. 
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I. My gratitude is due to Mr. Chinnery in the Museum for the trouble he has 
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Leicester at my disposal; I hope in the process he has had as much pleasure 
from the experience as I did 
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